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change is hard
SNS use on a typical day by age group, 2005-2011
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rtfm?  No, f'n way!
gamification is: the process of using **game thinking & mechanics** to engage users
gamification is not just
game design
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Level 1-1: One Small Clash  
Level 1-2: Swing It Around  
Level 1-3: Hide the Hydrophobic  
Level 1-4: Shake It Off  

Backbone Packing

Level 2-1: When Backbones Collide  
Level 2-2: Close the Gap  
Level 2-3: Twin Pack  
Level 2-4: Triple Packed
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Team Location: Santa Rosa, California

- Alternative Class – Side by Side Seating
- Battery Electric Vehicle (New)

**Interior**
- 2-3 passenger seating arrangement: Two side by side in front, center seat in rear
- Luggage compartment behind rear seat
- High efficiency Xenon headlamp
- Advanced three wheeled design allows fast track, cost-effective certification, and shortened time to production
- Advanced Lithium batteries with microprocessor BMS, located for optimal safety and handling

**Body / Chassis**
- Strong, lightweight composite body
- NASCAR style safety cage built from tubular steel
- Futuristic styling for marketability
- Components designed for ease in manufacturing
- Battery box positioned for optimal handling
- Third seat in rear

**Powertrain**
- Battery Maker: Chemistry: UQM 125 kW
- Electric Motor: UQM
- Top speed: 100 MPH
- Range: 160 miles
- 165 HP electric motor, mated to 90% efficient, single-speed, advanced drive train
- Low rolling resistance tires

**Development Status**
- Pre-Production Prototype

**Performance**
- Top speed: 100 MPH
- Range: 160 miles
- 440V: 45 minutes

**Size and weight and comparison with Toyota Prius Hybrid**
- 6 inches wider
- 14 inches shorter
- 58.7" tall
- 2688 lbs.
- 51.2" tall
- 3,042 lbs.

For more info: www.zapworld.com
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